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X TO OFF SHORE B MODEL
YAMAHA MARINE HOT SHEET

EFFECTIVE AUGUST 7, 2020

XTO B Model Offers Significantly More Net
Charging Amps, and at Lower RPM
Yamaha’s XTO Offshore provides 		
more confidence, flexibility
To help meet the extreme electrical demands of today’s
larger boats, the Yamaha XTO Offshore now features
a new three-phase, simultaneous charging system that
delivers more net amps* and at lower rpm, where it’s
needed most.
Using Phase Angle Control (PAC), which adjusts the
intensity of the stator’s magnetic field, XTO Offshore
B models produce up to 96 net amps per engine in
neutral. The new XTO Offshore provides more power
for today's popular on-board, high-demand devices
like gyro stabilizers, air conditioning, sound systems,
and more, all while keeping starting batteries constantly
charged. Boaters can relax and enjoy boating with the
confidence they’ve got the most innovative charging system
available in an outboard.
*Amps remaining after steering and all engine functions are subtracted. Value shown represents
pure charging amps for boat systems and accessories.
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Up to 96 amps of NET chargingXTO-A
powerGross
– an incredible 30 percent jump over
XTO-A was
Net 72 amps at 1500 rpm)
XTO A model max net output (which
XTO-B
Gross
Net output is per outboard and is stackable
XTO-B Net
Starting power is always maintained
No sacrifice in high rpm net charging power
Built-in protection against accidental reverse polarity connections
Compatible with XTO A model*

Gray Yamaha XTO Offshore XF/LXF425B models will begin shipping in August, 2020.
White and unpainted XF/LXF425B models are expected to begin shipping in October, 2020.
*Proper battery charging system wiring required. For more information, please contact your Yamaha Marine technical representative.
XTO A models are not upgradeable to XTO B model specifications.

This document contains many of the valuable trademarks and service marks owned and used by Yamaha throughout the world. The document may also contain references
to other company, brand and product names that may be the trademarks/service marks of their respective owners. These company, brand and product names are used
herein for identification purposes only, and references to any names, marks, products or services of third parties do not constitute or imply endorsement, sponsorship
or recommendation of the third party or the products or services. Information and data contained herein is approximate and subject to many different factors and
variables, including but not limited to atmosphere, water, equipment conditions, and operator ability. It is provided as a guideline only and should not be relied upon
as a representative of actual performance. Due to Yamaha’s ongoing commitment to product improvement, we reserve the right to change without notice, equipment,
availability, specifications, and prices. Also, due to various factors, including the boat’s actual weight and wind and water conditions, the product’s performance may be
different than the information contained herein. Please confirm the specifications and performance data on your specific boat/engine combination with your dealer prior
to purchase.
REMEMBER to always observe all applicable boating laws. Never drink and drive. Dress properly with a USCG-approved personal floatation device and protective gear.
Boat smart from the start. Take a boating safety course and get a free vessel safety check annually for your boat. For more information, contact: United States Coast Guard
Auxiliary online at www.cgaux.org, or United States Power Squadrons at 888-for-usps or www.usps.org.
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